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This Paper starts from the result of Rochet (1989), that with distortionary 
income taxes social insurance is a desirable redistributive device when risk 
and ability are negatively correlated. This finding is re-examined when ex post 
moral hazard and adverse selection are included, and under different 
informational assumptions. Individuals can take actions influencing the size of 
the loss in the event of accident (or ill health). Social insurance can be 
supplemented by private insurance, but private insurance markets are 
affected by both adverse selection and moral hazard. The main purpose of the 
present Paper is to study how equity and efficiency considerations should be 
traded off in choosing the optimal coverage of social insurance when those 
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1 Introduction

Traditionally, there are three types of reasons for public intervention in the
field of insurance: transactions costs, market failures and redistribution.1 In
the health care sector and in the pensions area, private insurance exhibits
higher transaction costs than social insurance. This is partly related to ad-
ministrative costs.2 Market failures, the second reason, arise primarily from
asymmetric information, such as that between insurers and insurees (adverse
selection and moral hazard) and that between providers and insurers in the
health care sector. Our main interest is in the third reason, that is, the role
of social insurance as a redistributive device.

In a full-information first-best world, there is little reason for redistribu-
tion using social insurance. The so-called distributive and allocative functions
of the government can be separated, so one would expect income taxation
to achieve all the desired redistribution, and social insurance to operate ac-
cording to the market rule of actuarial fairness. However, in a second-best
world with either imperfect insurance or distortionary taxation, we will show
that social insurance is a necessary component of redistribution policy, sup-
plementing the tax-transfer system.

It has been established in the literature that if risks are negatively re-
lated to income, so that the poor face higher risks on average, then there is
an obvious redistributive argument for social insurance. As shown by Rochet
(1989) and Cremer and Pestieau (1996), social insurance combined with a
standard distortionary income tax can redistribute more effectively than the
latter alone. The reason is that redistributing through social insurance op-
erates on a different margin.3 The tax-transfer system redistributes between
persons of different productivity, while social insurance also redistributes be-
tween persons in different states of nature. Given that a higher proportion of
low-productivity persons will be in a bad state of nature, social insurance can
enhance the amount of redistribution without aggravating the tax distortion.

This result has been developed in a setting where the risk probability is
given and any loss can be compensated for in a lump-sum way for all per-

1For a survey of the arguments for public intervention in health insurance, see Cutler
(2002).

2These costs are linked to the small scale of private insurance firms and to their adver-
tisement costs. On this, see Diamond (1992) and Mitchell (1998). The point goes back to
Arrow (1963).

3See also Petretto (1999).
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sons regardless of their risk class. In other words, both moral hazard and
adverse selection were assumed away. When these are taken into account,
it might appear that the case for social insurance is not as strong, and that,
unlike in the above analyses, full coverage is no longer necessarily socially
desirable. The purpose of this paper is to study the implications of moral
hazard and adverse selection in an economy in which redistributive taxation
and social insurance can be used jointly along with competitive private in-
surance.4 Individuals are differentiated according to two dimensions: their
labour productivity and their riskness. More specifically, we assume that
they can be either ‘good risks’ (low probability of loss) or ‘bad risks’ (high
probability. We assume that private insurers are well informed about house-
hold productivities: they can offer separate insurance policies to persons
of different income classes. Since risk class cannot be observed, insurance
policies must be designed to separate high- from low-risk persons. In our
base case, insurance companies will be better informed than the government,
which can observe neither risk class nor productivity. This gives an advan-
tage to private insurers thereby making the case for social insurance as strong
as possible.

This paper is a complement to Boadway et al. (2002) which focused solely
on moral hazard. However, two types of moral hazard were considered —
ex ante moral hazard involving discretionary preventative expenditures that
affect the probability of the bad state and ex post moral hazard involving
health care expenditures in the event of a bad state of nature. In this paper,
we focus on ex post moral hazard, but with adverse selection5 as well. In
addition, we consider the implications of different information assumptions
for the government. It turns that the case for social insurance as a redis-
tributive device is strengthened as the government is better informed about
household productivities.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic model and
assumptions. Sections 3 considers our base case, involving both moral haz-
ard and adverse selection and distortionary income tax. Section 4 considers

4Blomqvist and Horn (1984) bears some similarities with our paper even though it is
not concerned with moral hazard. These authors also examine the case for public insurance
when actuarially fair private insurance is available and individuals differ in both labour
productivity and illness probability. No labour is supplied when ill, and public insurance
consists of a uniform lump-sum benefit to the ill.

5Some literature exists on the efficiency properties of social insurance in the presence of
private insurance markets affected by adverse selection. See Dahlby (1981) and Eckstein
et al. (1985). No concern for redistribution is present in this literature.
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some special cases of our base-case model. Section 5 then relaxes the infor-
mational assumptions by allowing the government to make lump-sum taxes
and transfers conditional on productivity type. Surprisingly, this turns out
to strengthen the case for social insurance. Finally, Section 6 offers some
concluding remarks.

2 Model and assumptions

The economy consists of three types of decision-makers — households, in-
surance firms and the government. Households face an idiosyncratic risk of
accident, but are able to take actions that affect the size of the loss in the
event of an accident (ex post moral hazard). These actions cannot be directly
controlled by the government. As mentioned, households differ both in pro-
ductivity and in accident risk. Insurance companies can observe productivity
but not household risk, and provide insurance competitively and with actu-
arial fairness.6 The government’s objective is to redistribute income among
households, but because it cannot observe productivities, it is restricted to
using distortionary policy instruments. Decision-making can be thought of
as occurring sequentially. The government chooses its policies first, followed
by the insurance firms, and then households. In each case, the outcomes of
subsequent stages are fully anticipated, so that equilibria of interest will be
sub-game perfect.

To be more specific, we use as an example the case of health insurance,
though the analysis would apply more generally to other types of personal
risks faced by households. We consider two states of the world j = 0, 1,
where 0 denotes good health (no illness) and 1 ill health. There are 2n types
of individuals indexed by ir (i = 1, · · · , n; r = L,H), each characterized by
a wage rate wi and a risk probability πr, with wi+1 > wi and πH > πL. The
proportion of households of type ir is given by fir, where

∑
i,r fir = 1.

In the good state, health status is exogenously given as h0. In the bad
state, health status is h1 = h̄ + m(z), where z is health care expenditure

6That is, there is adverse selection within productivity types, but not between. Our
assumptions are generally designed to ensure that private insurance firms can provide
insurance with constrained efficiency, thereby eliminating the non-existence of an insurance
market equilibrium as a reason for government intervention. In other words, we assume
that the proportion of high-risk persons in each productivity class is always large enough
for a separating insurance market equilibrium of the Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) sort
to exist.
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resulting in health improvement, with m′(z) > 0 > m′′(z). The expenditure
level z that is chosen by the household is undertaken after the state of health
is revealed to the household. Throughout the paper, z is assumed to be a
normal good. We also assume that h1 = h̄ + m(z) < h0 for all values of z
(so m(∞) < h0 − h̄), so treatment cannot bring health status if ill to a level
as high as health status if not ill (i.e. full recovery of health status). Notice
that the parameters h0 and h̄, as well as the function m(z), are the same for
all types of households. However, the proportions of households of a given
productivity class that have risk probability πH can differ across productivity
classes:7 indeed, that will be part of the motivation for social insurance.

Households have identical state-independent utility functions:

u
(
cjir, h

j
ir, �

j
ir

)
(1)

where cjir is consumption and �jir is labour supply of a type-ir household in
state of health j = 0, 1. In illustrating our general results, we shall some-
times assume that utility takes the quasi-linear form: u

(
cjir + hjir − g(�jir)

)
,

where g(�jir), the disutility of labour, is increasing and strictly convex. In
this case, labour supply depends only on the after-tax wage rate and z on
its out-of-pocket price: there are no income or cross-price effects. In partic-
ular, labour supply is then state-independent. With a more general utility
function, labour could be higher in the bad state if the individual has to
compensate for private health care spending or lower if ill health increases
the disutility of labour.8 Naturally, households with illness probability πr
maximize expected utility, weighted by the probabilities πr for state 1 (ill
health) and 1 − πr for state 0 (good health). Households take government
policies and private insurance premiums as given. They choose c, � and z
after the state is determined.

Insurance firms are perfectly competitive. Assuming throughout the pa-
per that within each productivity class there exists an insurance market
equilibrium separating the two risk subclasses, they offer insurance policies
(piH , PiH) and (piL, PiL) intended for households of productivity class i, where
pir is the proportion of health expenditures zir covered (reimbursed) by pri-
vate insurance firms and Pir is the premium paid to insurance firms.9 The

7In other words, fiH/ (fiH + fiL) — the proportion of high-risk individuals in produc-
tivity class i — differs across classes.

8A natural extension of this modeling would be to have the labour supply falling to
zero in the bad state of nature.

9We assume for simplicity that the reimbursement scheme is linear. In principle, since
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households choose their most preferred policy. Insurance companies antici-
pate the effect of their insurance policies on health care expenditures zir (ex
post moral hazard). Since we ignore administrative costs, competition entails
that premiums are given by:

Pir = πrpirzir i = 1, . . . , n (2)

That is, insurance premiums are actuarially fair.
The government has two sorts of policy instruments — tax-transfer poli-

cies and social insurance. Tax-transfer policy consists of a linear progressive
income tax with marginal tax rate of t and a lump-sum poll subsidy of a per
household. Social insurance covers a proportion s of health care expendi-
tures zir, financed out of general tax revenues. Notice that although private
isurance covarage varies from type to type, the same rate of social insur-
ance applies to all households. In Section 5 where the government has more
complete information, we allow the policies a, t and s to differ by household
type.

As mentioned, there are three main stages of decision-making in this
economy representing the sequence in which decisions occur:

Stage 1 : The government chooses its set of policies {t, a, s}. It cannot ob-
serve individual types or individual demands for goods, leisure or insurance,
but can observe incomes. The subsidy on health care expenditures s can be
applied indirectly. The government knows preferences and the distribution
of individuals by type ir. The government anticipates the effect of its policies
both on the insurance market and subsequently on households.

Stage 2 : The competitive insurance industry sells private insurance to
households. Market equilibrium (competition for customers, with zero ex-
pected profits) determines pir and Pir. The insurance industry is unable to
observe household risk types, but can observe their productivity. Thus, in-
surance firms are better informed than the government. In this stage, {t, a, s}
are taken as given, and household behaviour is correctly anticipated.

Stage 3 : The state of nature is revealed to households. They select state-
specific variables {c1ir, �1ir, zir, c0ir, �0ir} (zir is chosen only in the bad state).
Households take {t, a, s, pir, Pir} as given from the previous two stages.

Since the equilibrium is assumed to be sub-game perfect, we proceed to
solve it by backward induction.

firms can observe zir they should be able to use non-linear schemes. Allowing that would
increase the complexity of our analysis considerably.
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3 The base case optimum

3.1 Stage 3: Household choice

Households of type ir make their choices given the public policy parameters
t, a and s chosen by the government in Stage 1 and the private market pre-
mium Pir and coverage pir determined by the insurance market equilibrium
in Stage 2. Actually, they are only concerned by total coverage defined by
σir ≡ s + pir. The budget constraints in the two states of health are given
by:

c1ir = (1− t)wi�
1
ir + a− (1− σir)zir − Pir (3)

and

c0ir = (1− t)wi�
0
ir + a− Pir. (4)

The type-ir households’ problem is thus10

max
{�jir,zir}

πru((1− t)wi�
1
ir + a− Pir − (1− σir)zir, h̄ + m(zir), �

1
ir)

+ (1− πr)u((1− t)wi�
0
ir + a− Pir, h

0, �0ir).

The first-order conditions to this problem can be solved for the state-
contingent labour supply functions �0ir(t, a − Pir) and �1ir(t, a − Pir, σir), the
demand function for health care spending zir(t, a−Pir, σir), and the indirect
expected utility function vir(t, a − Pir, σir). Applying the envelope theorem
gives:

virt = −wiEj[�
j
iru

j,ir
c ], vira = Ej[u

j,ir
c ], virσ = πrziru

1,ir
c .

The operator Ej is taken over the two states of health, 0 and 1, where we
follow the convention that when dealing with functions, subscripts are used
for partial derivatives and superscripts for the type of individuals and the
state of nature.

10Since households choose their labour supply and health expenditures after the state
of health is revealed, state-specific utility maximization problems could be used to char-
acterize household behaviour. However, it is useful for expository purposes to treat the
household as maximizing expected utility.
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3.2 Stage 2: Private insurance market equilibrium with
adverse selection

We assume that private insurers operate in a competitive environment. They
observe ability wi but not risk πr. This gives an informational advantage to
the private sector relative to the government, which does not observe either
characteristic. This is a relatively standard adverse selection problem. For
productivity class i, we look for the separating Nash equilibrum of the Roth-
schild and Stiglitz (1976) type consisting of two specific contracts: (piH , PiH)
and (piL, PiL) intended for high- and low-risk households respectively. The
separating equilibrium involves depicting household preferences and the zero-
profit condition of insurance firms in (p, P )–space. Consider each in turn.

For a separating equilibrium to apply, the relevant single-crossing prop-
erty involving the slope of household indifference curves in (pir, Pir)-space
must be satisfied. Differentiating vir(t, a − Pir, σir) along an indifference
curve we obtain:

dPir
dpir vir=v

= −
virp
virP

=
πrziru

1,ir
c

Ej

[
uj,irc

] =
ziru

1,ir
c

u1,ir
c + u0,ir

c (1− πr) /πr
> 0.

As can be seen, the slope of the indifference curve is increasing in πr, so the
single-crossing property is satisfied. We also assume that indifference curves
are concave, which will be the case if moral hazard is not too intensive.11

In a separating competitive equilibrium, expected profits for each contract
offered is driven to zero. This implies that the contracts (pir, Pir) will be
actuarially fair for both risk types, or

Pir = πrpirzir(t, a− Pir, s + pir), r = H,L

which yields

Pir = Pir(t, a, s, pir)

11In the absence of moral hazard, z is fixed so that indifference curves have the slope[
1 +

(
u0,ir
c /u1,ir

cr

)
(1− πr) /πr

]−1. This is expected to decrease as insurance coverage p
increases and marginal utilities of consumption in the two states become more equal. The
rate at which the slope of the indifference curve decreases can be expected to fall once z
is endogenous since z decreases in p.
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with

P ir
a =

πrpirz
ir
a

1 + πrpirzira
, P ir

s =
πrpirz

ir
σ

1 + πrpirzira
and P ir

p =
πrzir + πrpirz

ir
σ

1 + πrpirzira
. (5)

Note that d2Pir/dp
2
ir is generally of ambiguous sign because of terms in-

volving zirσσ and ziraσ. In what follows, we assume that d2Pir/dp
2
ir > 0, which

means that the fair premium curve linking Pir to pir is convex.12 Further-
more, this curve is steeper for high-risk than for low-risk individuals. This,
combined with the single-crossing property, ensures that the separating equi-
librium is unique.

Figure 1 uses these indifference curves and the fair premium curves to
depict a separating competitive equilibrium for given values of government
policies.

.

.

Pir

P iH(t, a, s, piH)

piH , PiH

piL, PiL

1

PiL (t, a, s, piL )

pir

Figure 1:

12In the absence of moral hazard, the slope of the fair premium curve is constant. Once
moral hazard is introduced, its slope is expected to increase since higher coverage p induces
more health care spending, which induces the premium P to increase.
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The equilibrium has standard features. An equilibrium contract makes zero
expected profits, while any other contract that consumers prefer would make
losses if it were offered. Since indifference curves are steeper for the high-risk
individuals, contract (piH , PiH) can be characterized as the actuarially fair
one that maximizes the expected utility for individuals of type iH, while
contract (piL, PiL) is actuarially fair for individuals of type iL and satisfies
the self-selection constraint that it must not be attractive for type (i,H)
(high-risk) individuals:

viH(t, a− PiH(t, a, s, piH), s + piH) ≥ viH(t, a− PiL(t, a, s, piL), s + piL)

where government policies t, a and s are chosen in the previous stage. Given
the relationship Pir(t, a, s, pir) obtained from the condition of actuarial fair-
ness, we can then characterize the separating equilibrium by the levels of piH
and piL determined by the insurance industry. Consider each in turn. To
simplify the notation, we suppress the productivity subscript i for the time
being since the same analysis applies for any productivity class i.

3.2.1 Equilibrium choice of pH

As Figure 1 indicates, the insurance policy offered to the high-risk households
maximizes their expected utility along the fair premium curve PH(t, a, s, pH).
The equilibrium policy is then the solution to:

max
pH

vH(t, a− PH(t, a, s, pH), s + pH).

This yields the first-order condition:

vHσ − vHa P
H
p = 0, (6)

where vHσ = πHzHu
1H
c and vHa = Ej[u

j,H
c ] = πHu

1H
c + (1 − πH)u0H

c by the
envelope conditions derived in stage 3. Combining (5) and (6), we obtain

u1H
c =

Ej[u
j,H
c ]

πHzH

[
πHzH + πHpHz

H
σ

1 + πHpHzHa

]
. (7)

If zHσ = zHa = 0 (no moral hazard), then u1H
c = Ej[u

j,H
c ] or u1H

c = u0H
c . That

is, without moral hazard there is full insurance,13 as expected. Otherwise,
u1H
c > u0H

c , and in general there is less than full insurance.

13Full insurance is reached when pH + s is chosen such that the marginal utility of
consumption is identical in the two states of health. With an additive utility function,
this requires that pH + s = 1.
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It is interesting to consider the circumstances under which private insur-
ance would be introduced given the presence of (partial) social insurance. To
see that, differentiate the objective function for the above problem at pH = 0
and use (5) and the envelope results from stage 3 to obtain:

dvH
dpH pH=0

= πHzH(u1H
c − Ej[u

j,H
c ]) = πHzH(1− πH)(u1H

c − u0H
c ).

This is positive as long as the marginal utility of income is higher in the
bad than in the good state of health. With a separable utility function
and less than full social insurance (s < 1), this will be the case as is well
known.14 It may seem odd that private insurance will be offered whatever
the value of s < 1 (in particular when it is close to unity). This can
be understood by recognizing that private coverage pH imposes a negative
externality on the cost of social insurance, which is not internalized by private
insurers at the insurance market equilibrium: increasing coverage pH makes
health care spending zH and so the costs of social insurance szH rise. This
insurance externality plays an important role in interpreting the solution to
the government policy problem in stage 1.

The solution of the above problem for each productivity class yields pri-
vate coverage pH(t, a, s) and the value function denoted VH(t, a, s), that is,
the expected utility of the high-risk households. Applying the envelope the-
orem, we obtain:

V H
β = vHβ − vHa P

H
β , β = t, a, s. (8)

This outcome will be anticipated by the government in the first stage.

3.2.2 Equilibrium choice of pL

The equilibrium value for pL is determined by the contract on the fair pre-
mium curve of the low-risk households for which the self-selection contraint
is just binding, or:

VH(a, t, s) = vH(t, a− PL(t, a, s, pL), s + pL). (9)

14One might expect that these results would generally also apply without separability,
but it is not impossible that u1H

c < u0H
c because of the cross derivatives of the utility

function with respect to c, � and h.
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The solution to this condition yields the private insurance coverage pL =
pL(t, a, s) offered to the low-risk households and their value function VL(t, a, s)
≡ vL(t, a− PL(s, pL(·)), s + pL(·)). By differentiating the latter we obtain:

V L
β = vLβ − vLaP

L
β + (vLp − vLaP

L
p )pLβ , β = t, a, s. (10)

The term in brackets (vLp − vLaP
L
p ), which is positive, reflects the informa-

tion externality arising from adverse selection: high-risk individuals impose a
negative externality on low-risk individuals whose risks cannot be covered as
much as in world with observability of classes (pL is too low). Equivalently,
since low-risk households are forced to under-insure relative to the full infor-
mation insurance equilibrium, government policies that induce an increase
in their total coverage will be welfare-improving.

In stage 1, to which we now turn, the government will use the value
functions ViH(t, a, s) and ViL (a, t, s) just derived for all productivity types
(i = 1, · · ·, n) to find the optimal values of the tax and social insurance pa-
rameters.

3.3 Stage 1: Government policy

The government chooses the linear tax parameters, t and a, and the level of
social insurance, s, to maximize the sum of expected utilities subject to its
budget constraint, anticipating the outcomes of the subsequent stages. The
Lagrangean expression is:

£ =
∑
ir

firVir(t, a, s) + λ
∑
ir

fir{twi[πr�1ir(t, a− Pir(·), s + pir(·))

+(1− πr)�
0
ir(t, a− Pir(·))]− a− sπrzir(t, a− Pir(·), s + pir(·))}.

where pir(·) = pir(t, a, s) and Pir(·) = Pir(t, a, s, pir(·)) are determined in
stage 2, and λ is the multiplier associated with the budget constraint. The
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first-order conditions with respect to t, a and s are:

∑
ir

firV
ir
t +λ

∑
ir

fir

{
wiEj

[
�jir

]
+twiEj

[
d�jir
dt

]
−sπr

dzir
dt

}
= 0 (11)

∑
ir

firV
ir
a +λ

∑
ir

fir

{
−1 + twiEj

[
d�jir
da

]
− sπr

dzir
da

}
= 0 (12)

∑
ir

firV
ir
s +λ

∑
ir

fir

{
−πrzir + twiEj

[
d�jir
ds

]
− sπr

dzir
ds

}
= 0. (13)

Combining (11) and (12) we would obtain a standard formula for the
linear tax rate, amended to include a term involving the indirect effect of
the tax system on the cost of social insurance. We can reasonably expect
this to yield an interior solutions for t and a. But our interest is in the value
of s. To obtain it, we combine (12) and (13). Using (5), and after some
manipulations that are explained in Appendix A, we obtain:

s = ∆−1covir (bir, πrzir)

+∆−1t
∑
ir

firwi

(
Ej

[
d�jir
ds

]
− πrzirEj

[
d�jir
da

])
+∆−1 1

λ

∑
i

fiL(viLp − viLa P
iL
p )(1 + piLs − Eir[πrzir]p

iL
a ) (14)

where

∆ =
∑
ir

firπr

(
dzir
ds
− πrzir

dzir
da

)
=

∑
ir

firπr
dz̃ir
ds

> 0. (15)

In the first term on the rhs of (14), the covariance between bir and πrzir is
taken over all types ir, where bir is the marginal net expected social valuation
of income of type-(i, r) individuals (divided by λ):

bir ≡
vira
λ

(1− P ir
a )− sπr

dzir
da

+ twiEj

[
d�jir
da

]
(16)
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The interpretation of bir, which is familiar from optimal tax theory, is that
if bA > bB for two individuals A and B, redistributing income from B to
A would be socially desirable. From (12) and V ir

a = vira (1− P ir
a ) by (10),

we obtain Eir [bir] + 1
λ

∑
i fiL(viLp − viLa P

iL
p )piLa = 1, where Eir refers to the

expected value taken over all types ir.
In the expression for ∆ given in (15), dz̃ir/ds is a compensated total

change in the demand for health care spending with respect to s. This is
a total change in the sense that the adjustment of the private insurance
coverage pir and premium Pir are taken into account:

dz̃ir
ds
≡ dzir

ds
− πrzir

dzir
da

(17)

where

dzir
ds

= zirσ (1 + pirs )− zira P
ir
s (18)

and

dzir
da

= zirσ p
ir
a + zira (1− P ir

a ). (19)

It is shown in Appendices B and C that dz̃ir/ds > 0 for r = L,H.

4 Interpretation of the optimal social insur-

ance policy

The expression (14) is analogous to the standard expression for the optimal
linear income tax rate, except that it includes additional terms reflecting the
various margins of distortion in our economy. The denominator ∆ that is
common to the three terms on the rhs of (14) is an efficiency effect arising
from the ex post moral hazard induced by social insurance. As noted it can
be shown to be positive in sign, as expected. The numerators of the three
terms include i) an equity concern (the covariance term), ii) an efficiency
concern arising from the indirect effect of social insurance on the distorted
labour market, and iii) an efficiency concern arising from the distortion im-
posed on low-risk households due to the adverse selection problem affecting
the insurance market. We consider these various effects in turn.
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4.1 The equity term

The equity term involves the covariance between the marginal net expected
social valuation of income (bir) and expected health care spending (πrzir).
Theoretical considerations are not of much help in signing this covariance.
Even if we assume a positive covariance between bir and πr we still have
to verify whether taking πrzir instead of πr changes the sign. If we assume
that πr and wi are ‘sufficiently’ negatively correlated, and that zir does not
increase much with wi, then the covariance term is positive. Ultimately,
assessing the sign of this covariance term and its magnitude requires inves-
tigating empirically the relation between individual income and health care
spending.15

The equity term would be the only one in (14) if there were no adverse
selection — so the last term disappears — and if utility were of the quasi-
linear form mentioned earlier — so the second term involving cross effects on
labour supply disappears. In these circumstances, the expression for optimal
social insurance becomes simply:

s = ∆−1covir (bir, πrzir) (20)

This is analogous to the standard expression for the optimal linear tax rate.
The numerator is an equity effect, while the denominator is an efficiency
effect arising from the induced effect of s on health care expenditures z, that
is, the ex post moral hazard effect. If the covariance is positive, s > 0 since
∆ > 0.

A further special case is obtained when there is neither moral hazard nor
adverse selection. In this simple case, risk type r is observed by insurers.
Let us assume that z is fixed at ẑ such that h+m(ẑ) = h0. This is the case
originally studied by Rochet (1989). In such a setting, it is straightforward
to show that the insurance market equilibrium implies pir = 1− s. In other
words, with actuarially fair private insurance there is always full insurance:
social insurance fully crowds out private insurance, and in the absence of
moral hazard, private insurance exerts no externality on the cost of social
insurance. Then, using the first-order condition with respect to a, we have
d£/ds =covir(bir, πrẑ), with the obvious conclusion that if covir(bir, πr) > 0,
it is optimal to push the coverage of social insurance up to 100 percent. The

15See, for example, Manning et al (1987).
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intuition is that if people with high probability of loss happen to be those
with high marginal net social value of income (and so low income generally),
then providing uniform social insurance coverage acting as a subsidy rate
paid in a lump-sum way is desirable and indeed should alleviate part of the
income tax distortion.

4.2 The labour market efficiency term

The second term involves the indirect effect of social insurance on the labour
market, which itself is distorted. It can be written ∆−1t

∑
ir firwiEj

[
d�̃jir/ds

]
,

where the derivative is again an income-compensated total effect, whose sign
is ambiguous in general. This can be interpreted as a second-best effect.
Given a positive tax on labour income, the social value of an increase in
labour supply — the pre-tax wage rate reflecting the productivity of an ad-
ditional unit of labour supplied — exceeds the net cost to households of
supplying the labour — the after-tax wage rate. In these circumstances,
anything that increases labour supply provides a net increase in social wel-
fare. An alternative interpretation is that if � increases with a compensated
increase in s, an increase in s will indirectly increase income tax revenues.
Since the social value of an additional unit of tax revenues is greater than
one, this would enhance the case for social insurance.

In the special case where there is moral hazard but no adverse selection,
the expression for the optimal social insurance rate will involve only the first
two terms. Equation (14) simplifies to:

s = ∆−1

{
covir(bir, πrzir)︸ ︷︷ ︸

equity

+ t
∑
ir

firwiEj

[
d�̃jir
ds

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

second-best

}
. (21)

This is the case considered in more detail in Boadway et al (2002). The
formula for s differs from the general case only by the absence of the adverse
selection effect. As before, the sign is generally ambiguous.

4.3 The adverse selection efficiency term

The third term arises because of adverse selection. As indicated when dis-
cussing (10), the presence of high-risk individuals (and so of their self-selection
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constraint (9)) prevents low-risk ones from reaching their most preferred level
of private insurance coverage (piL). Increasing this coverage would increase
their expected utility by viLp − viLa P

iL
p > 0 at the margin. An increase in s

results in this welfare gain if it relaxes the self-selection constraint (9), which
occurs if 1 + piLs − E[πz]piLa > 0 where E[πz] ≡ Eir[πrzir]. This condition
involves the compensated effect of a change in s on total insurance coverage.
As shown in Appendix C, it will be satisfied if and only if

viHa
1 + πHpiHziHa

[
πHziH − E[πz]

]
>

v̂iHa
1 + πLpiLziLa

[
πLziL − E[πz]

]
(22)

where v̂iHa is the marginal utility of income of H mimicking L. A sufficient
condition for this inequality to hold is

πLziL < E[πz] < πHziH . (23)

If this is satisfied for every i = 1, · · · , n, the information externality term is
positive and pushes s upwards. Even if πLziL < E[πz] < πHziH did not hold
for some i, πHziH > πLziL and viHa 
 v̂iHa (since viH = v̂iH) would make the
above inequality very likely to hold. Furthermore, it is important to recognize
that it is the sign of the sum appearing in the last term of (14) that matters.
Even though 1 + piLs −Eir[πrzir]p

iL
a might be negative for some values of i, it

is likely that the positive terms in the sum would dominate the negative ones.

The upshot of our discussion so far is that in general we would expect
s �= 0, but it could take either sign depending on the signs of the various
equity and efficiency effects. Although there might be a presumption that
s > 0 under reasonable circumstances, it is certainly possible that it might
be optimal to impose a tax on health care expenditures rather than partially
covering them. Once we relax the informational constraints related to the
nonobservability of the households’ productivity and risk that we have im-
posed on the government, the case for social insurance is strengthened, as the
next section shows. The reason is that social insurance effectively distributes
between both productivity types and risk types. Once the information of the
government is enhanced so that the tax system is better able to redistribute
between productivity classes, social insurance is left to redistribute between
risk classes, and in this task its sign turns out to be unambiguous.
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5 Alternative informational assumptions

So far we have assumed that the government could observe neither the risk
class of households nor their productivity levels. This afforded an advantage
to the insurance industry, which could identify the productivity of house-
holds. In this section we explore some of the implications of different in-
formational assumptions on the part of the government. Two cases are of
interest. In the first, the government has full information over both pro-
ductivity wi and risk class πr. In the second, it can identify households by
productivity but not risk class. These additional information assumptions
allow the government to condition its policy instruments on the observable
characteristics of households. In particular, lump-sum redistribution across
productivity classes is possible: there is no need to levy a distortionary tax
t. Surprisingly the case for positive social insurance is enhanced.

Before proceeding, two limitations to our analysis are worth mentioning,
both of which arise from considerations of tractability. First, we do not
consider the case in which the insurance industry has less information than
in the previous sections. If insurance companies could observe neither the
productivity nor the risk class of households, equilibrium in the insurance
industry would involve two-dimensional screening: insurance policies would
have to separate households by both risk and productivity. This would in-
volve obvious technical complications that would detract from the insights
that are gained from our previous analysis. And, as mentioned, allowing
the insurance industry to observe productivity enhances the effectiveness of
private insurance and makes the case for social insurance more demanding,
which is useful for our purposes.

Second, in the previous sections we do not allow the government to fully
exploit the information available to it. It is well known that if the government
can observe income, it will be welfare-improving to adopt an optimal non-
linear income tax system rather than a linear one. Presumably, by improving
its redistributive instruments, the case for social insurance as a supplemen-
tary redistributive device would be changed. As we shall show below, it might
even be enhanced given that redistribution between productivity types is be-
ing better performed by the income tax system. That is, the optimal income
tax can redistribute between productivity classes but not between risk classes
or states of nature. Social insurance serves to do the latter. This section
serves to shed some light on the case in which the government exploits its in-
formational advantages to the fullest. By being able to observe productivity,
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it can use lump-sum redistribution, which is an extreme form of non-linear
redistributive taxation.

5.1 The government observes the household produc-
tivity and risk

To begin with, consider the case in which the government can observe both
the productivity and the risk class of all households. The results then depend
on whether the insurance companies also have full information, or whether
they can only observe productivity. Both cases will be discussed in what fol-
lows. The properties of household maximization in stage 3 carry over to this
case. As well, the characterization of insurance market equilibrium in stage
2 for the adverse selection case remains as above. If the insurance companies
have full information, the contracts offered to the low-risk individuals will
be of the same form as those offered to the high-risk ones: the self-selection
constraint is not imposed. Therefore, we can go directly to the government’s
problem in stage 1. For simplicity and clarity, we concentrate on the case
with quasi-linear preferences.

Since the government can observe both individual characteristics, its pol-
icy instruments can be indexed by ir, that is tir, air and sir. Otherwise the
same Lagrangean expression applies as in Section 3. Consider first the case
where the insurance companies have full information, so there is no adverse
selection. In Appendix D we show that in the optimum, tir = 0 (as expected)
and also sir = 0: there should be no social insurance in the full information
case.16 Private insurance alone is optimal. The intuition for this result is as
follows. If the government were to set sir �= 0, there would be an externality
imposed by private insurance on the cost of social insurance, resulting in a
non-optimal amount of overall insurance coverage. This can be avoided if
the government simply refrains from using social insurance, leaving it to the
market to provide (private) insurance. Since there is no adverse selection,
the government can provide insurance no better than the private sector.

Next consider the case in which insurance companies cannot observe risk
types so there would be adverse selection in private insurance markets along

16In fact, this can be inferred directly from the analogue to expression (14) for s derived
earlier. In this case, since there is no adverse selection (because of perfect information)
and no induced effect (because of quasi-linearity), only the equity effect is left. And,
since the government can separate all ir types of households, the covariance term also
disappears.
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with moral hazard. In this case, the government has better information
that the insurance companies so can achieve the same outcome as above on
its own. This would entail it mimicking the behaviour of a fully informed
representative insurance firm (subject to moral hazard), setting tir = 0 and
using lump-sum transfers air to redistribute among all household types. Pri-
vate insurance companies should be prevented from operating since if they
did, they would impose an insurance externality that would distort resource
allocation.

5.2 The government observes only the household pro-
ductivity

The final case to consider is that in which both the government and the in-
surance industry can observe productivity types, but not risk types. Once
again, the Lagrangean expression for the government’s problem is the same
as before, with the exception that policies can be conditioned on productiv-
ity alone, that is ti, ai and si. The solution to this problem is provided in
Appendix D.

Again, not surprisingly, there is no need for a distorting tax (ti = 0) when
the government can redistribute among productivity types using lump-sum
transfers. However, in this case si will generally not be zero. We have

si = ∆−1
i covr (bir, πrzir)

+∆−1
i

1

λ
(viLp − viLa P

iL
p )(1 + piLs − Er[πrzir]p

iL
a ) > 0 (24)

where ∆i =
∑

r firπrdz̃ir/dsi > 0. This expression is now unambiguously
positive. The covariance across states of health for a given productivity
person is positive. The second term involving the adverse selection effect
is also positive, since 1 + piLs − Er[πrzir]p

iL
a > 0. A sufficient and necessary

condition for this inequality to hold is that condition (22) with E[πz] replaced
by Er[πrzir] be satisfied. It is immediate that the condition so modified is
satisfied since πLziL < Er[πrzir] < πHziH .

We thus obtain the result that the case for positive social insurance is
enhanced when the government can observe household productivities. The
intuition is that since social insurance is contingent on productivity type,
it redistributes only across risk classes (and states of health). It is welfare-
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improving to redistribute from low-risk to high-risk households, which posi-
tive social insurance will do. Of course, if the government cannot for whatever
reason differentiate s by productivity class, this unambiguous result will no
longer necessarily apply.

6 Conclusion

The starting point of this paper was the finding of Rochet (1989) that with
distortionary income taxation, social insurance is desirable as a redistributive
device. The gist of his argument was the distortionary feature of income tax-
ation. Our purpose was to see how robust this finding was when introducing
moral hazard and adverse selection.

We considered ex post moral hazard and showed that the case for public
intervention in insurance markets remains. However, while in Rochet’s anal-
ysis, optimal social insurance is complete and crowds out private insurance,
in the presence of moral hazard, it is no longer the case. The introduction
of adverse selection has the effect of fostering social insurance. We also show
that even with lump-sum taxation there could be a case for social insurance
so as to redistribute from good to bad risks which income taxation does not
do at least directly. Indeed in this case the covariance term is always nega-
tive and thus the case for social insurance is stronger with lump-sum taxation
than with distortionary income taxation.

A number of extensions to the current analysis could be contemplated.
First, it might be interesting to see whether or not an optimal non-linear tax
would dampen the case for social insurance. Evidence from related litera-
tures suggests that even when non-linear taxes are set optimally, the case for
second-best policy instruments typically remains intact. Second, the view-
point adopted here was purely normative. It would be interesting to adopt a
political economy approach with social insurance being determined by vot-
ing.17

17In that respect, see Hindriks and De Donder (2000).
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Appendix A: Solution of Government Problem

in Stage 1

Using the definition for bir in (16) and the expressions of V ir
a , r = H,L in

(8) and (10), first-order condition (12) can be written as:∑
ir

firbir +
1

λ

∑
i

fiL(viLp − viLa P
iL
p )piLa = 1. (A.1)

To transform (13), we first replace V ir
s , r = H,L by their expressions in

(8) and (10). We also replace
∑

ir firπrzir by E[πz], which we multiply by the
�hs of (A.1), equal to 1. We then add and substract

∑
ir firπrzirbir, replacing

bir by its definition given in (16) when substracting. These manipulations
yield:∑

ir

firπrzirbir − E[πz]

{∑
ir

firbir +
1

λ

∑
i

fiL(viLp − viLa P
iL
p )piLa

}
+

1

λ

∑
ir

fir(v
ir
s − vira P

ir
s ) +

1

λ

∑
i

fiL(viLp − viLa P
iL
p )piLs

−
∑
ir

firπrzir

{
vira
λ

(1− P ir
a )− sπr

dzir
da

+ twiEj

[
d�jir
da

]}

−s
∑
ir

firπr
dzir
ds

+ t
∑
ir

firwiEj

[
d�jir
ds

]
= 0. (A.2)

Rearranging terms, this expression can be written as:

covir(bir, πrzir)− s
∑
ir

firπr

(
dzir
ds
− πrzir

dzir
da

)

+t
∑
ir

firwi

(
Ej

[
d�jir
ds

]
− πrzirEj

[
d�jir
da

])
+

1

λ

∑
i

fiL(viLp − viLa P
iL
p )(piLs − E[πz]piLa )

+
1

λ

∑
ir

fir
[
virp − vira (P ir

s + πrzir(1− P ir
a ))

]
= 0. (A.3)

Since P ir
s + πrzir(1 − P ir

a ) = P ir
p from (5) and viHp − viHa P iH

p = 0 from (6),
(A.3) is equivalent to (14) in the main text.
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Appendix B: Sign of dz̃iH
ds

Deleting subscript iH (to simplify the notation) and using the derivatives in
(18) and (19) we have:

dz̃

ds
=

dz

ds
− πz

dz

da
= zσ[(1 + ps)− πzpa]− za[Ps + πz(1− Pa)]. (B.1)

Therefore, to sign dz̃/ds we need to study the comparative statics of p and
P with respect to s and a at the insurance market equilibrium (stage 2). As
stated in the main text, characterizing this market equilibrium for high-risk
individuals amounts to solve the following maximization problem:

maxp,P v(t, a− P, s + p) s.t. P − πpz(t, a− P, s + p) = 0,

for which we write the Lagrangean as:

L = v(t, a− P, s + p) + γ[P − πpz(t, a− P, s + p)].

The first-order conditions are:

Lp = πzu1
c − γ[πz + πpzσ] = 0,

LP = −E[uc] + γ[1− πpzP ] = 0,

Lγ = P − πpz = 0.

To obtain the comparative static results we need, we have to solve the fol-
lowing system of equations:

H

∣∣∣∣∣
dp
dP
dγ

∣∣∣∣∣ = −
∣∣∣∣∣
Lps
LPs
Lγs

∣∣∣∣∣ds−
∣∣∣∣∣
Lpa
LPa
Lγa

∣∣∣∣∣da,
where the determinant of the bordered Hessian matrix:

H =

∣∣∣∣∣
Lpp LpP Lpγ
LPp LPP LPγ
Lγp LγP 0

∣∣∣∣∣
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is positive (with a concave maximization problem): Det(H) > 0. The ex-
pressions of the second derivatives of the Lagrangean are:

Lps = Lpp + γπzσ,
LPs = LPp + γπzP ,
Lγs = Lγp + πz = −πpzσ,
Lpa = −LpP ,
LPa = −LPP ,
Lγa = −LγP + 1 = −πpza

Applying Cramer’s rule and using those expressions yield:

1 + ps = −[Det(H)]−1 {(πz + πpzσ)(γπzPLγP − πzLPP )
+ (1− πpzP )(γπzσLγP − πzLpP )}

and

pa = [Det(H)]−1 {LpγLPP − LPγLpP} ,

from which we obtain

(1 + ps)− πzpa = −[Det(H)]−1LγPγπ[LpγzP − LPγzσ]

= [Det(H)]−1LγPγπ[zσ − πzza]. (B.2)

Proceeding in a similar way, we also obtain:

Ps + πz(1− Pa) = −[Det(H)]−1LγPγπ[zσ − πzza]. (B.3)

Substituting (B.2) and (B.3) into (B.1) yields:

dz̃

ds
= [Det(H)]−1γπLγP [zσ − πzza]

2, (B.4)

which is positive if LγP = 1+πpza is positive, for which a sufficient condition
is that z is a normal good.
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Appendix C: Signs of dz̃iL
ds

and
dpiL
ds

+1−E[πz]
dpiL
da

As in the previous appendix, to sign these expressions we need to study the
comparative statics of piL and PiL with respect to s and a. In the following
we delete index i.

The coverage and the premium of the private insurance contract, pL and
PL, are obtained by solving the following system of two equations (see stage
2 in the main text):

φ = V H(t, a, s)− v̂H(t, a− PL, s + pL) = 0,
Ω = PL − πLpLz(t, a− PL, s + pL) = 0,

where we use the notation v̂H to identify the expected utility that would
be reached by a high-risk individual choosing the private insurance contract
intended for a low-risk individual.

The comparative statics results we need are obtained by solving the fol-
lowing system of equations:∣∣∣∣∣ φp φP

Ωp ΩP

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ dpL
dPL

∣∣∣∣∣ = −
∣∣∣∣∣ φs

Ωs

∣∣∣∣∣ds−
∣∣∣∣∣ φa

Ωa

∣∣∣∣∣da, (C.1)

where

φp = −v̂Hσ ,
φP = v̂Ha ,

φs = φp + vHσ − vHa P
H
s = φp + πHzH(1− PH

a )vHa ,

φa = −φP + (1− PH
a )vHa ,

Ωp = −πLzL − πLpLz
L
σ ,

ΩP = 1 + πLpLz
L
a ,

Ωs = −πLpLzLσ = Ωp + πLzL,

Ωa = −πLpLzLa = −ΩP + 1 (C.2)

To obtain the second expression of φs we make use of vHσ − vHa P
H
p = 0 from

(6) and PH
s = PH

p − πHzH(1− PH
a ) from (5).

The determinant of the matrix on the �hs of (C.1), denoted by D, can be
written as:
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D = −(1 + πLpLz
L
a )

{
v̂Hσ −

πLzL + πLpLz
L
σ

1 + πLpLz
L
a

v̂Ha

}
(C.3)

The expression in braces can be shown to be positive. First, the infor-
mation externality causes the slope of the low-risk individuals’ indifference
curve to be larger than the slope of the curve of actuarial premium for
these individuals at the contract (pL, PL) intended for them, i.e. vLσ /v

L
a >

(πLzL + πLpLz
L
σ )(1 + πLpLz

L
a )−1. Second, for any contract the slope of in-

difference cuves (or marginal willingness to pay for a rise in p) is larger for
high-risk individuals than for low-risk ones; therefore, v̂Hσ /v̂

H
a > vLσ /v

L
a (see

Figure 1).

A. The income-compensated effect of s on zL can be written as:

dz̃L
ds

= zLσ [1 + pLs − πLzLp
L
a ]

− zLa [PL
s + πLzL(1− PL

a )]. (C.4)

Applying Cramer’s rule and using the second derivatives in (C.2) we obtain:

1 + pLs = [−D]−1
{
πHzH(1− PH

a )(1 + πLpLz
L
a )vHa − πLzLv̂

H
a

}
(C.5)

and

pLa = [−D]−1
{
(1− PH

a )(1 + πLpLz
L
a )vHa − v̂Ha

}
. (C.6)

Therefore, we have:

1 + pLs − πLzLp
L
a = [−D]−1(πHzH − πLzL)(1 + πLpLz

L
a )(1− PH

a )vHa . (C.7)

Proceeding in the same way we also obtain:

PL
s + πLzL(1− PL

a ) =

[−D]−1(πHzH − πLzL)(πLzL + πLpLz
L
σ )(1− PH

a )vHa . (C.8)

Substituting (C.3), (C.7) and (C.8) into (C.4) we have:

dz̃L
ds

=

[
(1 + πLpLz

L
a )(1 + πHpHz

H
a )

{
v̂Hσ −

πLzL + πLpLz
L
σ

1 + πLpLz
L
a

v̂Ha

}]−1

(πHzH − πLzL)(zLσ − πLzLz
L
a )vHa . (C.9)
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In this expression, πHzH > πLzL because πH > πL and pH > pL at the
market equilibrium, and the expression in braces has been shown above to
be positive. A sufficient condition for this income-compensated effect to be
positive is then that z be a normal good. In particular, this insures that
zLσ − πLzLz

L
a = (zLσ − zLz

L
a ) + (1− πL)zLz

L
a > 0 since the standard substitu-

tion effect, zLσ − zLz
L
a , is positive.

B. By means of (C.5) and (C.6) it is straightforward to obtain:

1 + pLs − E[πz]pLa =

[
v̂Hσ −

πLzL + πLpLz
L
σ

1 + πLpLz
L
a

v̂Ha

]−1

{
[πHzH − E[πz]]

vHa
1 + πHpHz

H
a

− [πLzL − E[πz]]
v̂Ha

1 + πLpLz
L
a

}
, (C.10)

the sign of which is the same as the sign of the expression in braces on the
rhs. This sign is discussed in the main text.

Appendix D

Proof of the results in Section 5.1

The first-order conditions of the problem where the government can observe
the households’ productivity and risk can be written for each type ir (using
the assumption of quasi-linear preferences to eliminate cross-price effects on
labour supply and health care demand):

V ir
t + λ

{
wi�ir − tirw

2
i �
′
ir − sirπr

dzir
dtir

}
= 0 (D.1)

V ir
a − λ

{
1 + sirπr

dzir
dair

}
= 0 (D.2)

V ir
s − λ

{
πrzir + sirπr

dzir
dsir

}
= 0. (D.3)

where labour supply is given by �ir = � ((1− tir)wi), the same in both health
states, and health spending is zir = z (sir + p (tir, air, sir)).

In the case where insurance firms observe the households’ risk, relations
(6) and (8) also hold for r = L. Using (5) and the derivatives of vir(t, a −
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Pir, σir) in Section 3.1, the first–order conditions on tir and air, (D.1) and
(D.2), can be rewritten:

wi�irEj

[
uj,irc

]
− λ

{
wi�ir − tirw

2
i �
′
ir − sirπrz

ir
σ p

ir
t

}
= 0 (D.4)

Ej

[
uj,irc

]
− λ

{
1 + sirπrz

ir
σ p

ir
a

}
= 0 (D.5)

Both tir and air affect pir through an income effect alone. Therefore, by dif-
ferentiating the consumer’s budget constraint with respect to tir and air and
using the household’s first-order condition on labour supply for the separable
case, i.e. g′ (�ir) = (1− tir)wir, we infer that

pirt =
(
−wi�ir + (1− tir)w

2
i �
′
ir − wig

′ (�ir) �
′
ir

)
pira = −wi�irpira . (D.6)

Using this and combining the previous two equations, we obtain as expected
tir = 0. Moreover, from the first-order condition on air, if sir = 0, then
Ej [uj,irc ] = λ, so expected utility is equalized across all households (although
not across states because of the moral hazard).

Finally, it is straightforward to show that sir = 0 in the optimum. Notice
first from (5) that with a quasi-linear utility function, P ir

s = P ir
p − πrzir.

Using this and relation (6), we infer from (8) that V ir
s = vira πrzir for r = H,L.

Combining (D.2) and (D.3) then yields (1+pirs −πrzirpira )sirz
ir
σ = 0, implying

that sir = 0 in the optimum.

Proof of the results in Section 5.2

The first-order conditions can be written for each productivity type i:

∑
r

firV
ir
t + λ

∑
r

fir

{
wi�i − tiw

2
i �
′
i − siπr

dzir
dti

}
= 0 (D.7)

∑
r

firV
ir
a − λ

∑
r

fir

{
1 + siπr

dzir
dai

}
= 0 (D.8)

∑
r

firV
ir
s − λ

∑
r

fir

{
πrzir + siπr

dzir
dsi

}
= 0. (D.9)

Analogously to above, the first-order conditions on ti and ai can be rewritten:
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∑
r

firwi�irE
[
uj,irc

]
− λ

∑
r

fir
{
wi�ir − tiw

2
i �
′
ir − siπrz

ir
σ p

ir
t

}
= 0 (D.10)∑

r

firE
[
uj,irc

]
− λ

∑
r

fir
{
1 + siπrz

ir
σ p

ir
a

}
= 0 (D.11)

Using again the relationship pirt = −wi�irpira as before and combining these
two conditions, we again derive ti = 0.

To obtain si in (24) from the combination of (D.8) and (D.9), the key
consideration is that there are here as many pairs of those first-order condi-
tions as there are productivity types i. Given this we follow the same steps
as in Appendix A, adapting them to the case where the households’ utility
function is quasi-linear.
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